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CONSTRUCTING C/F^-MAPS BETWEEN SPHERES

STEVEN C. FERRY

(Communicated by James West)

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to give a quick proof of an extremely

counterintuitive theorem of Bestvina, Walsh, and Wilson. The theorem says,

for example, that the degree 2 map d2: S3 —► S3 is homotopic to a map such

that p~x(x) is connected for each x € 53 .

We will say that a map p: M" —> B from a manifold to a polyhedron is

UVk if, for every b £ B and neighborhood U of b , there is a neighborhood

K of b contained in U so that ni(p-x(V)) -^ K/(/»_1(^)) for all I < k.

Since 5 is a polyhedron, this is equivalent to saying that, for each contractible

open U C B , %j(p~x(U)) = 0 for 0 < / < k . The composition of C/K^-maps

is t/F* . If p is UVk for k > 0, then p~x(b) is connected for each b £ B.
See [8] for a full discussion.

Theorem 1 (Bestvina-Walsh-Wilson [2, 9, 11]). £very map /: S" -► 5" w /zo

motopic to a UV^"~3^2X-map.

Proof. In [3] Cernavskii gives an elementary construction in one (dense) page of

a U Vk-map from D" to Z)"+/ whenever 2/c + 3 < n. His theorem generalizes

earlier work of Anderson [1] and Keldys [7]. His idea is: Since the composition

of C/F^-maps is UVk , it suffices to construct a UVk-map from D" to D"+x .

Consider Dn+X to be the suspension of D" , and let P and Q be the top and
bottom pieces of the boundary of Dn+ x. There is a "line field" consisting of

vertical segments connecting P to Q (see Figure 1 on the next page).

Let S be the k = [^]-skeleton of a fine triangulation of D" , and let T

be a dual (n-k— l)-skeleton. Let Px consist of P together with "stalactites"

consisting of segments from the line field running from P through points of

5 and stopping just short of Q. Let Qx consist of Q together with similarly

defined "stalagmites" running from Q almost to P. There is a new line field of

short segments connecting Px to Qx . (The blown-up 2-dimensional picture in

Figure 1 is accurate!) There is a D" consisting of midpoints of these segments.

Now perform the same operation on D" , using the new line field.
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p new line field      K

Figure 1

Performing this process repeatedly and taking the limit gives a map from D"

onto D"+1 . The limit map in UVk . To show this, it suffices to show that

every map Sl —> D" with small diameter extends to a map Dl+X —> D1/ with

small diameter. A map Sl -* D1/ , I < k, extends to a map Dl+X -* Dn+X by

convexity, whence it can be moved off of P, and Qi by general position and

then contracted into /)" using the /th (very, very short!!) line field. See [3] for

details.
The construction clearly extends to give a UV^n~3^2X-map of M" onto M" x

Dl for any PL manifold M. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we need

only invoke the following theorem from [5].

Theorem 2. If M is a PL manifold, B is a polyhedron, and f:M^B is
a map inducing isomorphisms on homotopy groups in dimensions < k and an

epimorphism in dimension k + 1, then there is a UVk-map f:MxDl—>B

for some I so that f o proj is homotopic to f.

According to Theorem 2, if /: Sn —» S" is a map, there is a t7F"~2-map

f:S"xDl-+Sn which is homotopic to / o proj. Composing / with a

[/!/[(«-3)/2].map from $" to S" x D1 finishes the construction, proving Theo-

rem 1.    □

In proving Theorem 2, we will work with finite CW complexes built using PL

cells and PL attaching maps. All of our spaces will be polyhedra, and all of the

maps used in this part of the construction will be PL. We begin with an easy

lemma.

Lemma 3. Let K be a finite polyhedron, and let i: K —> K 11/ Dr+2 be the
inclusion. Then there exist a finite polyhedron K', a CE-PL map c: K' —► K,

and a UV-map /': K' —> K such that i o c — /'. (A CE-PL map is a PL
surjection with contractible point-inverses.)

Proof. Let K' = M(f) be the mapping cylinder of /, let c: K' -+ K be
the mapping cylinder collapse, and let /' be the map which pinches the top

of the mapping cylinder to the center point of the attached Dr+2 . The only

noncontractible point-inverse is an Sr+X .   0

Proof of Theorem 2. By Whitehead's cell-trading lemma ([10, p. 246] or [4, 7.3]),
there exist a polyhedron Z and CE-PL maps cx: Z —► M(f), c2: Z —> Q,
where Q is a finite PL cell complex obtained from M by attaching cells of

dimension > k + 2. We write M = Mq c Mx c • • • c Mt = Q, where each

Mi+X  is obtained from Af, by attaching a PL r-cell, r > k + 2. We will use
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Figure 3

induction on / to construct a finite polyhedron L, a CE-PL map q: L -> M,

and a PL UVk-mao p: L -> Q so that / o q ~ p, where /: M -+ Q is the
inclusion. Inductively, we assume that we have constructed Lx with a CE map

to M and a UVk-mar) to Af,_i . By the lemma, there is an L2 with a CE map

to Mt-X and a [/F^-map to M,. Taking the pullback in Figure 2 gives the

required L.
Consider Figure 3. The first two rows have already been constructed. Con-

struct J by taking the pullback. Embedding / in MxD1 for some /, we

have a CE-PL regular neighborhood collapse from M x D1 to J .   □

Remark. Lacher has shown that, if /: S" —> 5" is a map of degree # ±1,

then f is not homotopic to a UVk-mar) with k > [^]. In [6] the author has

generalized Theorem 1 to the case where the homotopy fiber has finite, rather

than trivial, skeleta through a range. That writeup contains more discussion as

well.
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